
Minutes of Faculty meeting Held on18/December/2021 

 

The staff meeting for the month of December was held on 18/12/2021 at the Seminar Hall by 2:30 

PM. The meeting was communicated through WhatsApp group and also through circular. The 

meeting was chaired by Principal. 

Agenda 

1. Academic Matters 

2. Accreditations 

3. Staff Appreciation 

4. Any other matter with the permission of the chair 

The meeting discussed the following points 

1. Vice Principal briefed the last management meeting. He told that M T has instructed to go 

for SAAC accreditation. He also explained that an IQAC room was established near to 

Principals chamber and the annual meeting of IQAC is scheduled on 21/12/2021 along 

with the external members. On 20th December the criteria heads will present about the 

status of their criteria for the purpose of preparing AQAR which is expected to be uploaded 

by the first week of February. He also told that a meeting regarding this will be arranged 

with management on 09/01/2022. He also stressed about the need of conducting the various 

activities by different clubs and also told to include students under different clubs and a 

whatsapp group should be created for each club with its respective members. He also told 

the criteria heads to prepare a list and submit to IQAC regarding those documents which is 

to be obtained from Management/office regarding NAAC so that they will arrange it at the 

earliest. One feed back coordinator is required for collecting and compiling feed back and 

Dr Prasanth S S suggested the name of Ms Remya K and every one unanimously accepted 

her as the feed back coordinator.Ms. Sheffrin, New staff from Pharmaceutical Chemistry, 

New staff from Pharmacology and new staff from Pharmaceutical analysis will be the 

members of feed back committee. Vice principal also seeked suggestions from the faculty 

regarding the uniqueness of the college (Best practice of the college). He asked the staff to 

submit two best practices of the college to Ms Neethu Varghese. He also expressed that 

with the support of all the faculties the IQAC is functioning smoothly 

2. Dr. Arun Rasheed told about the inconvenience that is creating due to the multiple meetings 

as it causing severe turbulence for taking classes. He requested clarification regarding this. 

3. Principal expressed his solidarity for the above statement. He told that this inconvenience 

will be there for few weeks and after that it may get settled; once the AQAR is submitted. 

He also stressed the importance of academic activities as it is our first priority. 

4. Ms. Bency Baby told that doing many works at the same time creates lot of troubles. 

5. Principal told that once new faculty is appointed, majority of this problem may ceased. He 

also told that as 24th December is the last date for PCI submission, right now he is 

concentrating more on this. He also expressed that students were really happy regarding 

academic activities. He also told that six faculties with B  Pharm qualification will be 



appointed. He also told that he had gone through the suggestions for improvement of the 

college given by faculties as per the instructions of Mr Hamza COO. 

6. Principal introduce the Mr Abdul Rasheed, new faculty from the Department of 

Pharmacology, 

7. The following faculties were appreciated by presenting mementos for their achievements 

a. Dr Arun Rasheed: For receiving best faculty award from KUHS 2020, for receiving 

MODROBS grant from AICTE 2019-20 and for selecting as Bentham Ambassador. 

b. Dr Nija B for successful completion of PhD 

c. Dr. Shebina P Rasheed for successful completion of PhD 

d. Mr. Junise V for selecting as Member board of Studies (PG) KUHS and as state 

advisory member of NSS KUHS 

e. Dr T Balasubramonian for receiving MODROBS grant from AICTE 2019-20. 

f. Ms. Bency Baby in selecting for IPC monograph preparation of herbals 

g. Ms. Sreelekshmy as the best Library user. 

8. Dr. Azeem A K briefed regarding the propsed new visit dates for NBA inspection 

suggested by the institution. 

9. Dr. Arun Rasheed briefed about the status of NIRF 

10. Dr. Prasanth S S briefed about IIc activities and about the three star rating obtained by the 

institution. He also explained regarding the difficulties facing for documentation due to the 

shortage of staff. 

11. Principal stressed the need of publications and he insisted that every faculty should be 

involved in publications. 

12. Dr. Sanal dev requested for the appointment of Faculty by early January. He also explained 

about the Young Innovators programme by KUHS and the need of ,motivating the students 

for the same. He also requested to give either the salary slip or the salary should be 

mentioned in I campus as it was done earlier. 

With the wishing of a fruitfull and glorious new year by the Principal, the meeting  

adjourned. 

 

The following members attended the meeting  
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